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Meet the inspiring volunteers doing great things in our community
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A deserving winner of the inaugural NQ
Volunteer of the Year award as well as the
QLD Volunteer of the Year award, Brad
Wearne is an inspiration not only because he
volunteers, but because he has shown that
physical disabilities can be dealt with and
mental illness and depression can be overcome.

Start your Volunteer Story….www.vnq.org.au

Brad has demonstrated that volunteering is a two-way street
Help your community and your community helps you

Brad ‘s outdoor workshop
projects transforms lives >>>

______________________________________________
Each weekday, Brad leads the residents from the Dementia unit at
Villa Vincent, all who have moderate to advanced stages of dementia,
to the outdoor workshop. Every resident is given a job to focus on.
Using timber, nails, hammers, sandpaper, saws and paint the group
constructs items such as cat scratching poles, wine racks, spice racks,
planter boxes, toy trucks and they've even made a chicken coop.
To assist with the running costs of the outdoor workshop, Brad
advertised the products residents helped him build on Townsville Buy
Swap and Sell. To his amazement, the cat scratching post sold for $80
and the toy truck for $110. The funds were ploughed back into the
Dementia unit to expand the work area and buy more supplies.
Brad’s work in the Dementia unit is widely recognised by Ozcare as
having had a positive and uplifting impact on the social and emotional

Before Brad’s arrival, Jane* rarely stepped outside. Even
though she loved gardening, she was unable to garden
because she couldn’t bend down.
Brad built her a waist high workbench and provided her with
empty pots, soil and bulbs. Jane* now ventures outside into
the fresh air and sits at her gardening bench to work. She
monitors the progress of her pot plants daily and derives
considerable enjoyment from doing so.
* Name changed

wellbeing of the unit’s residents—increased socialisation, relaxation, a
sense of purpose, increased concentration and greater self-esteem just some of the resulting benefits.

There is no doubt that Brad Wearne is an inspiration to all who know and work with him and a deserving winner of the volunteer awards.

Volunteer and reap the benefits
Just a few hours of volunteer work can
improve your mood and outlook, while
regular volunteering is
associated with better
overall mental health.
The experience of
helping others can give
people a greater sense
of self-worth, a social role, and
improved health.

Source:
https://headtohealth.gov.au/meaningful-life/purposeful-activity/volunteering

Seniors leading the way

Seniors 55+ led the way when it
came to filling volunteer roles in
the last twelve months
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